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The vertical seismic profiling (VSP) acquisition technique deploys sensors down

a borehole, which often goes deep into the target area. It is easy to produce

serious “smile”migration artifacts near the sensors during themigration imaging

process of VSP data, which contaminates the imaging profile and affects the

subsequent geological interpretation. In this paper, we analyze in detail the

formation of these migration artifacts during the migration of VSP data. We

extend the generalized Radon transform (GRT) migration method to the dip-

angle domain and then generate dip-angle domain common image gathers

(DDCIGs). Meanwhile, a variant sigmoid weighting function is applied to the

DDCIGs to suppress the migration artifacts. The numerical results of synthetic

and field data demonstrate high-quality DDCIG images and the significant

artifact suppression capability of the proposed method.
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Introduction

Imaging seismic data through migration is a reliable and necessary step to

understanding the subsurface structure in modern seismic exploration. The seismic

data are, in a sense, both limited and redundant. The data, whether recorded from

land or sea, are always within a certain range along the exploration line, that is, migration

summation always has a natural truncated boundary due to the acquisition limitation.

Hence, Kirchhoff-type (i.e., ray-based migration) is often called limited aperture

migration (LAM) (Sun, 1998). Moreover, even the limited migration aperture might

be further restricted in the practical migration process. Seismic data are acquired under

the principle of redundancy to suppress interference and enhance the reflection events.

However, this principle does not apply to limited-aperture acquisition, such as boreholes,

tunnels, or mines (Lüth et al., 2005). In such a case, the redundant data or boundary data

will cause migration noise and extra computation.

Therefore, from both the aperture limitation and redundancy point of view, the aperture

needs to be considered in the migration process. The width of the migration aperture is one of

the critical parameters in the standard ray-based migration (Yilmaz, 2001). An appropriate
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migration aperture is important to suppressing migration artifacts

and reducing cost. Safar (1985) studied the effects of migration

aperture on lateral resolution andmigration noise when carrying out

diffractor point imaging by the Kirchhoff summation scheme.

Yilmaz (1987) showed that both the excessively large and the

excessively small migration apertures lead to poor imaging

quality. Schleicher et al. (1997) obtained the relationship

between the (projected) Fresnel zone and the minimum

migration aperture. He also points out that there is still an

unsolved problem to determine the tangency point where the

minimum aperture is to be centered. Sun (1998) provided the

theoretical framework for the design of the migration aperture

through LAM. He also showed that the migration aperture

should be at least as large as the first Fresnel zone of the

stationary point. Sun and Bancroft (2001) went further to

conclude that the minimum pre-stack migration aperture

should be twice the size of the Fresnel zone. Hertweck

et al. (2003) related the migration aperture to the

maximum migration dip. They demonstrated that a taper

region of the size of the second projected Fresnel zone

should be added to the migration operator. Nevertheless, it

is difficult to determine the exact center and size of the Fresnel

zone, and thus, the optimal migration aperture for each depth

point. A compromise between accuracy and practicality is to

fix an aperture or a maximum migration dip. It is important to

realize the relationship between aperture and maximum dip to

image (Robein, 2010). Also, imaging higher-order scattering

can increase illumination and reduce migration artifacts

(Zuberi and Alkhalifah, 2013; Zuberi and Alkhalifah, 2014).

The migrated dip-angle domain has properties that are favorable

for addressing both issues; the aperture position and its width (Klokov

and Fomel, 2013). In the dip-angle domain, a refection event has a

concaved shape with an apex whose position corresponds to the

reflector dip (Landa et al., 2008; Klokov and Fomel, 2012). The

effective imaging range or Fresnel zone is concentrated in the vicinity

of the apex position. Aperture restriction can be achieved by applying

a taperweight function to the event. Klokov and Fomel (2013) defined

a weighting function by estimating the consistency of the constant-

dip-angle partial images to smoothly attenuate the destructive events

away from the apexes. This method can reduce migration noise while

preserving diffraction energy. Xue and Liu (2018) proposed a

multidirectional wavefield decomposition Reverse Time Migration

(RTM) method to suppress the low-frequency noise and migration

artifacts. The full wavefields are separated into eight sub-wavefields

according to the propagation direction of the wavefronts excited by

the source and receiver, respectively. This wave-based migration

method is essentially similar to the dip-angle domain ray-based

migration and the problem of angle estimation is prominent when

wavefields are complicated in shape andwavefronts overlap. Recently,

Wu et al. (2022) used the U-Net neural network to automatically

identify Fresnel zones in the dip-angle domain. However, there are

still challenges when encountering data with a low signal-to-noise

ratio and structure complexity.

In surface seismic profile (SSP) exploration, the migration

artifacts are mainly presented in the form of boundary effects.

These diffraction noise effects are sometimes drastically

attenuated and not that imperative under a considerably high

CDP fold. Compared with SSP data, the noise suppression of the

vertical seismic profiling (VSP) profile seems to bemore critical. The

aperture width for VSP data often is inadequate to obtain amigrated

section withoutmuch smearing (Yilmaz, 2001). The imaging of VSP

data suffers more severe migration artifacts due to a smaller

acquisition aperture and more uneven fold than that of SSP data.

Furthermore, VSP receivers are deployed deep into the target area,

which aggravates the contamination of the section around the well

trajectory. Yu and Hornby (2008) implemented a local beam

migration scheme to attenuate migration artifacts caused by

limited acquisition aperture in VSP data. Lou et al. (2009)

attenuated migration smiles and artifacts of VSP images by

defining and selecting an appropriate migration aperture angle.

Zhou et al. (2010) used a local-angle-domain correlation imaging

condition to attenuate migration artifacts. Lou and Simpson (2019)

presented an efficient and effective dip filter consistent with the local

velocity model in VSP migration, which preserves true dip

structures, and in the meantime suppresses migration artifacts. In

general, there are relatively few studies on denoising of VSP imaging,

which is mainly achieved by limiting the migration aperture. Some

wave-based imaging methods are unstable to determine the

wavefront propagation direction, and some rely on the prior

information of underground structures. Further studies are

needed to improve VSP imaging, especially in the application of

real data.

In this paper, we develop an imaging method for VSP data

based on the weighted dip-domain generalized radon transform

(DDGRT) migration. A variant sigmoid weighting function is

applied to the dip-angle domain common image gathers

(DDCIGs) to suppress the migration noise. We first provide a

brief review of the acoustic GRT migration method and extend it

to weighted DDGRT. We consider two VSP synthetic datasets

generated from a layer model and also a graben model to

illustrate the migration noises and validate the effectiveness of

noise suppression by the proposed method. A walkaway field

data is also used to verify the effectiveness. Numerical

experiments and a field data application demonstrate that the

proposed approach can effectively suppress migration artifacts

and improve imaging results.

Methodology

Weighted dip-angle domain generalized
radon transform

We begin with a brief review of the GRT migration or

inversion in solving the seismic inverse scattering problem.

The Seismic wave propagation in a non-homogeneous fluid
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medium satisfies the following scalar time-domain wave equation

κ(x)z2t U(s, x, t) − (σ(x)U,j(s, x, t)),j � δ(t)δ(x − s), (1)

where compressibility κ � σ/c2, specific volume σ � 1/ρ, and U

is the total pressure field. We use s,r and x to represent the

vector position of the source, receiver, and scatter point. The

symbol δ on the right side of the equation is a Dirac delta

operator and represents an impulsive source of propagation

time. z2t denotes the second time derivative and U,j denotes the

partial derivative zU/zxj for simplicity. Based on perturbation

theory and Born approximation, the solution of the wave

equation can be obtained by linearizing the inverse

scattering problem. According to Beylkin and Burridge

(1990), we briefly expand the formula in two dimensions; in

the time domain as follows

Us(s, r, t) � z

zt
∫ dx κ0f(x)A(s, x, r)δ(t − τ(s, x, r)). (2)

The functions A(s, x, r) and τ(s, x, r) are defined as the total

amplitude and traveltime functions. The function f(x) is the

parameterized combination (or amplitude radiation pattern)

denoted as follows for inversion purposes.

f(x) � κ′(x)
κ0(x) +

σ′(x)
σ0(x) cos θ, (3)

where σ0 and κ0 are the known reference specific volume and

compressibility, respectively. σ′ and κ′ are the corresponding

perturbation quantities. θ denotes the scattering angle formed by

the unit ray tangent vector from s to x and from r to x at the

scattering point x.

The linearized integral equation relates the scattered

wavefield to the subsurface medium parameters under the

Born approximation. The asymptotic solutions of the integral

equation have been derived using the inversion theory of the

GRT (Beylkin, 1985; Miller et al., 1987; Ouyang et al., 2015). For

an arbitrary observation system, the GRT inverse operator on a

scattered field at imaging point x is given by

f̂(x) � 1
2π

∫
zs
ds∫

zr
dr

B(s, x, r)J(s, x)J(r, x)
A(s, x, r) ΗU(s, r, t)∣∣∣∣t�τ(s,x,r) ,

(4)
and

B(s, x, r) � cos2(θ/2)
c20(x)

, (5)

where J(s, x) represents the Jacobian of the change of the

variables s to the unit tangent direction of the ray connecting

x and s, and J(r, x) is the Jacobian for r and x, respectively. ΗU

denotes the Hilbert transform of the scattered wavefield data in

the time domain.

According to Beylkin’s work (Beylkin and Burridge, 1990),

the inversion of the generalized Radon transform is derived from

a Fourier transform. By adding a layer of integral of the scattering

angle to the perturbation parameter in the transformation

process, the GRT inversion or migration formula of the

scattering-angle domain is obtained (Li et al., 2018; Li et al.,

2022).

f̂(x, θ0) � 1
2π

∫
zs
ds∫

zr
drδ(θ − θ0) B(s, x, r)J(s, x)J(r, x)

A(s, x, r) ΗU(s, r, t)∣∣∣∣t�τ(s,x,r) . (6)

In this formulation, the Dirac function δ plays the role of a

“door” function providing a normalized partial image for the

scattering angle class [θ0 − Δθ/2, θ0 + Δθ/2]. θ0 is a preset

scattering angle vector with a constant angle interval Δθ,
generally ranging from [0, π]. Given the scattering angle value

θ of a source-receiver pair, the migration amplitude can be

reduced to the corresponding scattering angle class through

Eq. 6. From the imaging point of view, if we substitute the

dip angle for the scattering angle, we can obtain a migration

formula for the dip-angle domain GRT migration (DDGRT)

formula as follows.

f̂(x, υ0) � 1
2π

∫
zs
ds∫

zr
drδ(υ − υ0) B(s, x, r)J(s, x)J(r, x)

A(s, x, r) ΗU(s, r, t)∣∣∣∣t�τ(s,x,r) , (7)

where υ0 is the fixed dip angle vector varying from −π/2 to −π/2
with a constant angle interval Δυ. In this case, the Dirac function

provides a normalized partial image for the dip angle class

[υ0 − Δυ/2, υ0 + Δυ/2]. For each subsurface scattering point or

CDP trace, the migration amplitude value from the source-

receiver pairs is reduced to the corresponding preset dip angle

classes according to the dip angle values of the ray pairs, which

constitute the DDCIGs. Integration of the partial images or

DDCIGs along the dip-angle direction provides a

conventional seismic imaging profile. In the dip-angle domain,

the event of a reflector has a concave shape with an apex whose

position corresponds to the reflector dip, and the effective

summation range is around the apex position. Therefore, the

dip-angle domain is favorable for taking both the aperture

position and its width into consideration. Here, we introduce

a variant sigmoid weighting function to the DDCIGs to suppress

the irrelevant migration noise. This new weighting function is

obtained by shifting and scaling the sigmoid function, which can

be written below.

S(υ0) � 1 − 1
1 + e−l1(|υ0−υa |/l2−1)

, (8)

where υa represents the local dip angle corresponding to the apex

position of the concave reflection event in the dip-angle domain.

l1 is an attenuation rate control factor of the weighting function

curve, and l2 is an amplitude-preserved width factor. Figure 1

shows the schematic of the variant sigmoid weighting function

when υa � 0 with l1 � 10 and l2 � 15+.

The variant sigmoid weighting function is symmetric

about the vertical line υ � υa and has a locally flat

amplitude in the vicinity of it. This function acts like a

bandpass filter that passes dip angles within a significant
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range and rejects ones outside that range. As a consequence

of this formulation, an expression of the weighting function

used in the migration integral is obtained.

f̂(x) � ∫
υ
f̂(x, υ)S(υ)dυ. (9)

Applying the weighting function to the DDCIGs, we get the

eventual weighed dip-angle domain GRT migration formula

which helps to suppress the ineffective dip component and

produce a denoised migration imaging profile.

Migration noises analysis of VSP imaging

The migration noises are generally caused by the limitation or

truncation of data acquisition. The migration trails of the boundary

shots often remain on the final imaging profile and form noises. In

general, these boundary effect events (BE) can not be enhanced or

attenuated by interference in themigration of conventional SSP data.

However, in the imaging of VSP data, these boundary effect events

are enhanced by constructive interference due to the peculiarity of

acquisition and irregular summation resulting in strong migration

artifacts near the well trajectory. These artifacts around the well

trajectory aggravate the contamination of the seismic profile. Note

that migration noises mentioned here do not include acquisition

noises like multiples, etc.

We illustrate the migration noises through a single-shot

migration process. Figure 2A illustrates an SSP migration

process of single-shot gather data generated in a two-layer

homogeneous model. The black star denotes the shot position

and the inverted triangles denote the positions of the receivers.

Since the long axis of the isochronal ellipse is on the same

horizontal line, the migration process of the SSP migration is

performed by relatively regular superposition. The migration

noises are mainly caused by the BE noises. The BE noise is not

enhanced because it is at the boundary of the interference region

and shows relatively weak amplitude near the acquisition edges

after the multi-channel summation. Figure 2B illustrates a VSP

migration process of single-shot gather data using the same

model. In the case of VSP migration, the long axis of the

isochronal ellipse is no longer on the same horizontal line but

goes into the subsurface with a certain dip angle due to the

varying depth of the ellipse focus (receiver position). Besides the

BE noises, the migration artifacts are also produced due to

constructive interference. After a multi-channel stack, the

migration artifacts are further enhanced to contaminate the

migration profile near the well trajectory.

Numerical examples

Imaging of layered model

We begin with a simple horizontal layered model data to

further illustrate the migration noises and apply the DDGRT

method to it. The model shown in Figure 3A consists of five

layers where the velocity is homogeneous in each layer. The

model dimensions here are 4.0 km in the horizontal and 3.6 km

in the depth directions. The complete acquisition contains

201 sources deployed along the surface and a vertical well

located at x = 2000 m with 361 receivers placed along with it.

The shot and receiver spacings are 20 and 10 m, respectively.

Synthetic data are generated using a finite-difference acoustic

modeling program (Thorbecke and Draganov, 2011). The source

signature is chosen to be a Ricker wavelet with a maximum

frequency of 30 Hz. The recording time is 6 s with a sampling

interval of 2 ms.

A single shot record is shown in Figure 3B at the shot position

x = 0 m. We take the first trace of the record as the input. The

profile shown in Figure 4A illustrates the initial migration

trajectory which forms the boundary effect noises from the

starting trace (white arrows by BE-1). Figure 4B shows the

imaging result of the whole channels of this shot. Besides the

BE-1 noises, the boundary effect noises (white arrows by BE-2)

from the ending trace are also produced and dragged as the depth

of the receiver increases. Notably, the amplitude of the BE-2 noise

is weaker than that of BE-1 noise since destructive attenuation

occurs in the interference region. In addition, migration artifacts

marked in the white dotted box, disguised as relatively high-dip

angle events are generated. These strong noises, are essentially

caused by the coherent interference of boundary effect noises

near the well trajectory and become the dominant noises in the

VSP imaging profile. Figures 4C,D show the consistent imaging

results of shot position x = 4,000 m.

Figure 5A, the summation of Figures 4B,D, illustrates the

imaging result of the two shots on the boundary of the

FIGURE 1
The schematic of the variant sigmoid weighting function.
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acquisition. Figure 5B shows the conventional GRT migration

imaging result using the all shot data. As we can see, the noises

and artifacts produced by the boundary shot data constitute

the major component of the VSP migration noises. Although

BE noises are greatly reduced after the summation of total shot

data, the amplitude of high-dip migration artifacts is still very

strong; almost like that of the reconstructed reflectors.

Figure 5C shows the denoised result produced by the

summation of the DDCIGs along the dip-angle direction

based on weighted DDGRT. Figures 5D,E,F are the

enlarged views of the white dotted boxes, respectively. As

we can see, the migration artifacts with high-dip angles have

been removed by the proposed method.

Based on Eq. 7, we further use the DDGRT method to

output CIGs to observe the characteristics of migration

artifacts in the dip-angle domain. Figures 6A–C display

the initial DDCIGs for the three traces (white arrows in

Figure 5B) corresponding to the lateral distances at 1,000,

1,500, and 2000 m, respectively. From the DDCIGs of the

three traces, the lateral positions of the concave shape apices

are around zero degrees, which corresponds to the local dip

of the four horizontal reflectors. At the same time, we can

also see that irrelevant noises (marked by white arrows)

occur in the high-dip regions away from the concave

shape apices, which makes the dip-angle domain favorable

for suppressing migration noises. Figures 6D,E,F are the

FIGURE 2
Schematic of the migration noise for (A) SSP data and (B) VSP data.

FIGURE 3
(A) The horizontal layered model overlaid with the VSP acquisition geometry. (B) A shot record generated at shot position x = 0 m.
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FIGURE 4
The imaging results using (A) the starting trace and (B) the total traces of the shot at position x = 0 m; (C,D) are corresponding imaging results at
position x = 4,000 m.

FIGURE 5
The imaging results using (A) two boundary shots by conventional GRT, (B) total shots by conventional GRT, and (C) total shots by weighted
DDGRT. (D–F) are the enlarged views of the corresponding area marked by the white dotted boxes.
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DDCIGs produced by weighted DDGRT for the same traces.

The weighted DDGRT removes the high-dip irrelevant

events and retains the constructive reflection events

centered around the apices.

Imaging of a graben model

We use slightly more complex graben model data to verify

the validity of the proposed DDGRT method. The model size is

4.0 km × 3.6 km, as shown in Figure 7A, with a lateral and vertical

spacing of 10 m. It consists of six homogeneous areas simulating

the horizontal, sloping, and undulating structures of the

subsurface with embedded graben. A total of 201 sources are

deployed along the surface with 20 m shot spacing (red star). The

vertical well (white line) is located horizontally at x = 2000 m. An

array of receivers is placed along the well trajectory from 0 to

3,600 m with 10 m receiver spacing. The data are synthesized

using a Ricker wavelet with a maximum frequency of 30 Hz. The

recorded length is 6 s with a time sampling interval of 2 ms. We

chose the same acquisition geometry and finite-difference

modeling code to generate the synthetic data. Figure 7B

presents the imaging results using conventional GRT

migration, which effectively images the area around the well

trajectory. Nevertheless, considerable artifacts are produced on

both sides. Figure 7C shows the imaging result using weighted

DDGRT migration. The new approach suppresses the artifacts

around the well trajectory and presents a clearer imaging result.

Figures 8A–C show the initial DDCIGs for the three traces (white

arrows in Figure 7B) corresponding to the lateral distances at 500,

1,300, and 2000 m, respectively. Figures 8D,E,F) are the weighted

versions for the same traces. The weighted DDGRT preserves the

effective contributions near the concave shape apices and

eliminates other irrelevant events (marked by white arrows).

Field data application

We apply the proposed method to walkway VSP field data. It is a

single-component downhole geophones dataset collected byCNPC in

Jilin province, northeast China. Figure 9A shows the top view of the

acquisition geometry after coordinate rotation. A total of 401 shots

(blue circles) are excited at the surfacewith an average spacing of 20 m

and 156 geophones are deployed in the well (red star) with an average

spacing of 20 m. An initial velocity field is built along the survey line

shown in Figure 9B. The white vertical line represents the location of

the geophone array which starts from 660 to 3,760 m in the depth

direction. The data are sampled at 1 ms with a length of 6 s. Figures

10A,B show a typical common receiver record and a common shot

record of the field VSP data. The record shows that the upgoing

reflections are developed with a desirable signal-to-noise ratio.

Figures 11A,B show imaging results of the field data using

conventional GRTmigration and weighted DDGRTmigration. It

can be seen that the “smile” migration noises are serious in the

profile obtained using conventional GRT migration. The

weighted DDGRT migration method suppresses the migration

FIGURE 6
The DDCIGs of the layer model data produced by DDGRT at the lateral position of (A) x = 1,000 m, (B) x = 1,500 m, and (C) x = 2000 m. (D–F)
are the DDCIGs produced by weighted DDGRT at the same lateral position.
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FIGURE 8
The DDCIGs of the graben model data produced by DDGRT at the lateral position of (A) x = 510 m, (B) x = 1,300 m, and (C) x = 2000 m. (D–F)
are the DDCIGs produced by weighted DDGRT at the same lateral position.

FIGURE 7
The imaging results of the 2D grabenmodel. (A–C) are the velocity model, the imaging results using conventional GRTmigration, and weighted
DDGRT migration, respectively.
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FIGURE 9
(A) The top view of the real data acquisition geometry. (B) The velocity field.

FIGURE 10
(A) The common receiver record. (B) The common shot record.
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noises and improved the imaging quality of the profile. Figure 12

shows the comparison of the enlarged views of corresponding

areas marked by white dotted boxes in Figure 11. The weighted

DDGRT removes most of the “smile” migration noises (marked

by white arrows). It is worth mentioning that the proposed

method yields better results in areas where conventional

imaging is discontinuous due to the noises (marked by dotted

ellipses).

Discussion

In this paper, we introduce a variant sigmoid weighting

function to the dip-angle domain GRT migration, which

enables the method to effectively suppress the migration

artifacts in VSP imaging. This function acts like a bandpass

filter that passes dip angles within a significant range and rejects

ones outside that range. In seismic migration imaging, such as the

decomposition of multi-component wave fields, the separation of

diffraction and reflection, and the design of migration aperture

will be involved in this problem. In the migration aperture

design, a rough approach is to choose a stack range around

the dip angle of the image point and cut it off to zero outside that

range. While this operation will lead to uneven superposition and

easy to produce new truncation noise. Another common practice

is using a cosine function that weights the attenuation based on

the difference between the migration dip of the ray pair and the

stratigraphic dip of the image point or reflector. The suppression

effect of this method is usually not obvious. Even when the

difference between the two angles is large, the imaging results will

still have residual artifacts. The proposed weighting function in

the manuscript is obtained by shifting and scaling the sigmoid

function which is used as an activation function in neural

networks. Compared with the cosine function, it has a

FIGURE 11
The imaging results of the field data using (A) conventional GRT migration and (B) weighted DDGRT migration.

FIGURE 12
Comparison of the enlarged views of corresponding areas marked by white dotted boxes in Figure 11. (A,B) are imaging results of conventional
GRT migration; (C,D) are that of weighted DDGRT migration.
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stronger suppressing effect outside the amplitude preserving

region (control by amplitude-preserved width factor).

Meanwhile, it helps alleviate the truncation effect.

We use a simple model data to illustrate the noise

suppression effect between the cosine function and the variant

sigmoid function. Figure 13A shows the homogeneous velocity

model with an embedded tilted linear perturbation and the VSP

acquisition configuration. Themodel dimensions here are 3.0 km

in lateral and 3.0 km in depth directions. The VSP acquisition

contains a vertical well located at the left boundary with

FIGURE 13
Comparison of imaging results between two weighting functions. (A) Homogeneous model and VSP acquisition; (B) Imaging result without
weighting function; (C) Imaging results using cosine function; (D) Imaging result using the variant sigmoid function.

FIGURE 14
Imaging results of noised data between twoweighting functions. (A) Imaging result without weighting function; (B) Imaging results using cosine
function; (C) Imaging result using the variant sigmoid function.
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101 receivers (black solid inverted triangle) placed along with it.

Five shots (black solid star) are deployed on the surface starting at

the left with a spacing of 600 m. Figure 13 shows the imaging

results of the five shots. Figure 13B is the imaging result without

using the weighting function. Figures 13C,D are imaging results

using cosine function and variant sigmoid function, respectively.

It can be seen that the migration artifacts (white arrows)

developed in the profile without using weighting function.

The migration method with the cosine function does not

suppress the artifacts near the reflector very well. While the

sigmoid function does a good job of suppressing these artifacts

without affecting the valid signal. The cosine function can

suppress the high steep migration artifacts, but the

suppression effect is limited. This issue is particularly obvious

in VSP acquisition due to the limitation of the migration

aperture. The proposed variant sigmoid function performs

significantly better and has an improved suppressing effect.

The proposed method is essentially an optimization or

improvement of the migration imaging method, aiming at the

problem of “smile”migration artifacts near the well in VSP. Its

applicability conditions are consistent with the migration

method. The key lies in the need for a reliable velocity

model. Based on this model, the ray-based migration

method can generally recover the subsurface structure, and

then obtain relatively reliable local dip-angle information of

the reflector. Under this premise, the proposed method can be

effectively applied. In some cases, especially for the real data

with little horizontal variation, we can obtain significant

results even set the local dip angle to zero. As mentioned

above, the anti-noise performance and the max depth of the

proposed method mainly depend on the GRT migration

imaging method, which is comparable to the mainstream

Kirchhoff imaging method. To show the influence of noise

on the proposed method, we add gaussian noise to the origin

shot data in the former example. Figure 14 shows the imaging

results of the five noised data. As can be seen, the migration

method using the variant sigmoid function shows the best

imaging result. The gaussian noise does not reduce the

suppression effect of the proposed method. On the

contrary, the proposed method can reduce the influence of

the noise on the imaging profile to a certain extent, compared

with the approach using the cosine function.

Conclusion

Imaging of VSP data suffers more severe migration noises

due to limited acquisition aperture than that of SSP data. In this

paper, we give an intuitive analysis of the migration noises with

synthetic VSP data. The main difference from SSP is that the

noises caused by boundary truncation are enhanced by

constructive interference in the vicinity of the well and cannot

be reduced through multi-channel summation. These high-dip

irrelevant events become the dominating noises and contaminate

the imaging results. We give a brief review of the acoustic GRT

migration method and extend it to weighted DDGRT by

introducing a variant sigmoid weighting function to the

DDCIGs. The weighted DDGRT can produce high-quality

DDCIGs and is favorable for distinguishing the effective

component and incoherent noise. Numerical and field data

examples demonstrate that the proposed method can

effectively suppress migration noises and improve imaging

results.
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